
Reflection for Sunday 12 July 2020 

“I’m bored”.  How many times have we heard that phrase over the past few months?  

Yet, as a minister, I often encounter the opposite, as people tell me “I didn’t want to 

bother you as you are so busy”. 

For me, the reality is probably somewhere in between.  Because people don’t 

contact me (as “I’m so very busy – which I would only be if all 12 churches I’m 

responsible for contacted me at once!”) I find things to occupy my time, which then 

appears that I’m busy!  However, I’m never too busy to listen, or to help or to do 

whatever is needed. 

But we have all found things to do in lockdown.  I’m sure that some houses have 

never been so clean, or gardens so tidy, or that clear out that we were going to do 

when we got time…..  But where have we found our rest?  Our relaxation?  Our 

space?  It’s only when I realised I’d not planned my preaching dates that I noticed I’d 

not booked any holidays either. 

It is now the summer season, where we all dream of jetting off to sunnier places to 

rest, relax and recharge after a busy term.  But what about now?  No exotic locations 

are open, or the few that are, have restrictions.  School holidays just feel like an 

extension, as the children have been at home for months anyway. 

But we should not forget the importance of holidays – of relaxation – of rest.  NHS 

workers and many other key workers have not had a break since March, if not 

before.  Those involved in making decisions or research or searching for treatment, 

have not stopped since the beginning of the year.  Teachers have not been sitting at 

home with a brew on a jolly, they’ve been setting work, receiving and commenting on 

work submitted and trying to get to grips with online platforms to deliver lessons.  I 

can appreciate the difficulty.  Between going off on maternity leave with my youngest 

son and my return to work, I had a “Smart” board installed in my lab at school.  I’d 

missed the training as I was off on maternity, so had this all singing all dancing board 

for my teaching, but no idea how to use it!  Fortunately I had a class full of teenagers 

able to help me!! 

Reopening of shops, pubs, parks, etc will help, if treated with care and social 

distancing.  A different 4 walls to look at or an outdoor space to appreciate, help to 

lift our mood, change our perspective and give us something to do that is often more 

restful. But even these will be too soon for some, and the unknown effects are yet to 

be seen.  Maybe a change round of furniture, or sitting in a different room, or a 

relaxing bath during the day would help to find rest or the change needed. 

Whatever you decide to do with your summer, I hope you enjoy family time where 

possible, holidays where available, but most of all whatever peace, calm and rest 

you can have to recharge your batteries. 

Remember I’m here and never too busy….. 

Keep safe 



Ruth 


